. Neural correlates of a third as many target-dependent responses (14%, 11 of 79) as limbdependent responses (43%, 34 of 79), with the remainder being spatial sensory-to-motor transformation in primary motor cortex.
, and purely motor variables from context-dependent or purely sensory variables. In a study that dissociated limb trajectory a role in the processing of somesthetic signals has also been suggested (Mountcastle et al. 1992) . Several studies of neu-from the spatial endpoint of a targeted reaching movement, Hocherman and Wise (1991) found that some MC neurons ronal activity in awake, behaving monkeys have indicated that MC may participate in either sensory or associative did discharge exclusively in relation to the spatial endpoint rather than the trajectory of the reach. Lurito et al. (1991) processing of visuospatial information (Alexander and Crutcher 1990b; Georgopoulos et al. 1989 ; Hocherman and dissociated the location of a visual IS from the trajectory of an instructed reach. They reported that most of the direcWise 1991; Lurito et al. 1991) .
Visually guided reaching to instructed target locations is tional, movement-related activity in MC could not be classified as depending exclusively on either the direction of limb a behavioral paradigm that has been used extensively to evaluate the response properties of MC neurons (Caminiti movement or the location of the visual IS. Riehl et al. (1994a) dissociated the location of a visual IS from the et al . 1990 Fu et al. 1993; Georgopoulos et al. 1982 Georgopoulos et al. , 1985 Johnson et al. 1996; Kalaska et al. 1989 ; Scott and direction of a targeted wrist movement, and found that some MC neurons did show directional movement-related activity Kalaska , 1997 . In the simplest version, that of direct reaching to the site of a visual instruction stimulus (IS) , that covaried exclusively with IS location, independent of the direction of wrist movement. the physical properties of the IS (specifically, its spatial location), the instructed location of the target (i.e., the goal A previous study in our laboratory dissociated the trajectory of a one-dimensional elbow movement from the location of the movement), and the trajectory of the subject's reach all covary with one another in a stereotypic manner (Cami-of a visual IS, while the latter also served as the target (i.e., goal) of the movement. In that study, the set-and movementniti et al. 1991; Georgopoulos et al. 1982 Georgopoulos et al. , 1985 Schwartz et al. 1988) . However, it is also possible for these three related discharge of some MC neurons was found to covary with IS (i.e., target) location, independent of the limb's factors to be dissociated from one another with the use of appropriate variations on the targeted reaching paradigm.
trajectory (Alexander and Crutcher 1990b) . In the present study we implemented a similar dissociation with the use of Viewed as a sensory-to-motor transformation, the simplest model might be that of a chain (or cascade) of information a two-dimensional delayed reaching paradigm. The purpose of this study was to provide a further test, extended to twoprocessing leading from purely sensory processing to associative processing to purely motor processing. Neural corre-dimensional arm movements, of the concept that MC neurons participate not only in purely motor processing, but also lates of these different levels of information processing may be defined operationally in the following way: correlates of in associative or purely sensory processing of visuospatial information. Some of these results have been presented elsesensory processing should covary unconditionally with some physical property of the sensory input, correlates of motor where in abstract form (Shen and Alexander 1994) . processing should covary unconditionally with some physical property of the motor output, and correlates of associative M E T H O D S or context-dependent processing should covary with some Subjects and experimental apparatus aspect of the behavioral context, being neither purely motor nor purely sensory.
Two female macaque monkeys [one Macaca mulatta (JA); the There have been numerous studies of the response proper-other Macaca nemestrina (KO)], each weighing 4-5 kg, were ties of MC neurons that have dissociated some of the purely used in these experiments. In all aspects of their care, the monkeys motor variables involved in voluntary limb movements, such were treated in accordance with the Guiding Principles in the Care and Use of Animals of the American Physiological Society.
as hand trajectory, force, direction, amplitude, velocity, and Each monkey was trained to perform a set of motor behavioral joint configuration (Alexander and Crutcher 1990a; Baus- paradigms in which reaching movements were made with the right wein et al. 1991; Crutcher and Alexander 1990; Fu et al. forelimb to guide a two-dimensional joystick that controlled the Georgopoulos et al. 1992; Kalaska et al. 1989 ; Riehle position of a cursor on a video display. The display (20-in. diagonal and Riehle et al. 1994b ; Scott and Ka-color monitor) was centered at eye level, 30 cm in front of the laska Thach 1978; . These subject. The subject was seated in a primate chair with the right studies have provided evidence that MC neurons may partici-hand resting on the handle of a vertically oriented joystick and the pate at several discrete sublevels within the domain of purely left arm lightly restrained with foam padding. An opaque neck motor processing, including those of limb kinematics (Alex-plate prevented the subject from viewing the working forelimb. ander and Crutcher 1990a; Crutcher and Alexander 1990;  FIG . 1. Behavioral paradigms employed in this study. Left: sequence of task-related events associated with each trial. During the intertrial interval (ITI), the display remained darkened. Each trial began with the presentation of the center fixation target (CF), which the monkey ''captured'' with the cursor by moving the joystick in an appropriate direction. With fixation point capture (CFC), all 4 peripheral targets were illuminated. At the end of a preinstruction interval (pre-IS), 1 of the peripheral targets dimmed briefly. This served as the visual instruction stimulus (IS). The postinstruction (delay) interval that ensued was terminated by dimming of the CF. This served as the movement-triggering stimulus (TS), following which the monkey was expected to move the joystick handle along a trajectory that would align the cursor with the target that had been designated by the IS (M). After holding briefly at the correct peripheral target (H), the monkey received a liquid reward. Below the time line are shown drawings of the visual display corresponding to the key events and intervals of a typical behavioral trial. Right: spatial characteristics of the 2 mapping conditions. Solid arrows: cursor movements. Dashed arrows: joystick. Upward arrow: forward movement of the joystick. Downward arrow: backward movement of the joystick. In the nonrotated (0Њ mapping) condition, forward movement of the joystick moved the cursor upward to capture the top target and rightward movement of the joystick moved the cursor rightward to capture the right target. In the other paradigm, designated the rotated (90Њ mapping) condition, the mapping between joystick and cursor was rotated by 90Њ. In the nonrotated condition, rightward movement of the joystick moved the cursor upward to capture the top target and backward movement of the joystick moved the cursor rightward to capture the right target.
The displacement of the joystick handle was measured with two peripheral targets were displayed simultaneously above, below, and to the right and left of the CF. Each was located 12 cm from precision potentiometers attached to gimbals (that supported the joystick shafts) whose axes passed through the pivot point. The the CF (visual angle Å 22Њ), and each consisted of a 2 1 2-cm white square. These peripheral targets remained illuminated for the displacement signal was reflected by the position of a cursor (consisting of a 3 1 3-mm white square) presented on the video display. rest of the trial. After capture of the CF and illumination of the peripheral targets, the subject was required to hold in the center The joystick and cursor mappings were calibrated so that a 10-cm tangential displacement of the joystick handle (Ç20Њ angular position during a variable (0.6-1.6 s) preinstruction period, during the 400-ms presentation of the visual IS, and during a variable displacement of the joystick shaft) from its center position would result in a corresponding 12-cm displacement of the cursor on the (0.6-1.6 s) postinstruction period (which was timed from IS offset). The IS consisted of the transient dimming of one of the four video display.
peripheral targets, selected in a pseudorandom sequence (balanced, but unpredictable). At the end of the postinstruction period, the
Behavioral paradigms
CF dimmed briefly (200 ms), which served as a nondirectional trigger stimulus (TS). The monkey was then permitted to move There were two behavioral paradigms, illustrated in Fig. 1 , which the cursor away from the CF and into alignment with the peripheral differed from each other only with respect to the mappings between target whose dimming had served as the IS on that trial. As with joystick and cursor. In one paradigm, designated the nonrotated CF capture, the shading of the peripheral target switched from (or 0Њ mapping) condition, forward movement of the joystick (with white to gray once it was captured. After holding briefly (0.5-1.0 respect to the monkey) moved the cursor upward on the display s) at the peripheral target location, the monkey received a liquid and rightward movement of the joystick moved the cursor reward (0.2 ml of dilute apple juice) delivered through a stainless rightward (from the monkey's perspective). In the other paradigm, steel mouthpiece. designated the rotated (or 90Њ mapping) condition, the mapping If the cursor left the CF before presentation of the TS, the trial between joystick and cursor was rotated by 90Њ. In the rotated was immediately terminated without reward. Minimal constraints condition, rightward movement of the joystick moved the cursor were placed on response times following the TS (capture times of upward on the display, and backward movement of the joystick up to 5.0 s were permitted), because of the inevitable directional moved the cursor rightward.
errors and associated corrective movements that occurred early in The basic task was a delayed reaching paradigm with indirect the adaptation process that accompanied every switch between visual feedback. Because the subjects were not allowed to view nonrotated and rotated conditions. Subjects were taught to perform the working limb or joystick, they had to rely on the cursor for the basic task under both the nonrotated and rotated conditions visual feedback about their reaching movements. Each trial began with an accuracy of ú90%. This required Ç3 -4 mo of training with the presentation of a center fixation target (CF), which confor each subject. Performance was considered correct or accurate sisted of a 2 1 2-cm white square, in the center of the display.
on trials in which the initial direction of cursor movement-as the The subject was required to ''capture'' the CF by positioning the cursor exited the center window-was appropriate, i.e., within 15Њ cursor within its boundaries, at which time the shading of the CF switched from white to gray. Once the CF had been captured, four of the correct target direction.
It is important to note that from the standpoint of the visual lic microdrive (Narishige MO-95), a microelectrode was advanced through the dura and into the precentral cortex. The monkey perdisplay, the task was identical in both conditions. However, the limb trajectories associated with capturing any one of the peripheral formed one of the two behavioral paradigms (nonrotated or rotated condition) as task-related neurons were identified and discrimitargets differed by 90Њ in the two conditions. Thus, for example, in the nonrotated condition successful capture of the top target nated from one another. Administration of the behavioral paradigms and collection of electrophysiological data were controlled required a forward movement of the hand, whereas in the rotated condition the subject moved the hand to the right to capture the by the laboratory computer (586/66 IBM-compatible PC). Online rasters of neuronal activity were displayed and continuously top target. The cursor trajectory on the visual display was similar in both conditions. Across the two conditions, limb (i.e., hand) updated to permit the rapid identification of neurons with obvious task-related activity, that is, neurons whose activity showed consistrajectory and target location were dissociated from one another. The subject made similar reaching movements to capture targets tent changes-either tonic or phasic, of either polarity-preceding or following either the IS or the TS. When neurons were identified that were 90Њ apart, and captured identical targets with reaching movements whose trajectories differed by 90Њ. that appeared to show task-related activity, directional or otherwise, an attempt was made to collect complete data files under both rotation conditions. For each rotation condition, a complete data
Surgical procedures
file consisted of 10-15 repetitions of each of the four trial types Once training had been completed, each monkey was surgically (corresponding to the 4 peripheral target locations). After the shift prepared for chronic single-cell recording experiments. All surgical from the first to the second rotation condition, we attempted to procedures were carried out with general anesthesia (induction wait until the monkey had adapted completely to the new rotation with ketamine 10 mg/kg im followed by 1.5-3.0% isoflurane gas condition before collecting the data file for the second condition. anesthesia) and standard aseptic technique. A scleral search coil Nevertheless, because of the pressures of time associated with for monitoring eye position was implanted in the left eye of each experimental recording sessions, the data files occasionally inmonkey (Judge et al. 1980) . With stereotaxic guidance, a stainless cluded some trials in which the monkey had not yet managed to steel recording chamber (29 mm ID) was positioned over a circular adapt completely to the new rotation condition. On trials such as opening in the skull that permitted access to the lateral convexity these, the initial direction of limb movement (as the cursor exited of the left frontal lobe, including motor and premotor cortex. The the center window) was often incorrect, being more appropriate recording chamber was then cemented to the calvarium with dental for the previous rotation condition, even though a midtrajectory acrylic. Stainless steel bolts for immobilization of the head during correction usually enabled the monkey to reach the correct target behavioral performance were also cemented in place with dental and thereby receive a reward. Because of this, our data analysis acrylic, and the entire assembly was anchored to the calvarium procedures took into account the actual trajectory of limb movewith small stainless steel screws. ment on each trial, rather than simply assuming that a rewarded Chronic EMG electrodes were also implanted at the time of response had involved a trajectory that was directed straight toward surgery. These consisted of 11 (monkey JA) or 12 pairs (monkey the appropriate target (see below). In some cases we were able to KO) of bipolar patch electrodes that were sutured to the connective test a given neuron through two or even three rotation shifts (retissue on the surface of each muscle. The leads from these elec-peating either the 1st or both the 1st and 2nd rotation conditions), trodes were tunneled subcutaneously to a connector embedded in but most cells were tested with only a single rotation shift. the acrylic skull asssembly. Electrodes were implanted in taskBecause of the adaptation process that was required whenever related muscles of the working (right) forelimb, including brachi-the rotation condition was switched, we generally did not attempt alis, biceps, deltoid, infraspinatus, lateral triceps, medial triceps, to switch the rotation condition back to the original state after data pectoralis major (2 pairs of electrodes in monkey KO), rhomboid, collection had been completed for a given cell. Thus, for successive subscapularis, supraspinatus, and teres major.
neurons along a particular microelectrode track, the order in which the two rotation conditions were presented was generally reversed.
Recording procedures
Microstimulation through the recording microelectrode was used to help identify the proximal arm representation in motor cortex, Action potentials from cortical neurons were recorded extraceland to characterize the stimulation-evoked motor responses at the lularly with glass-coated platinum-iridium microelectrodes (imcortical recording sites. Currents were limited to 35 mA, delivered pedance 0.5-1.5 MV measured at 1,000 Hz). After appropriate in 100-ms trains of balanced bipolar pulse pairs (0.2-ms cathodal amplification and filtering (0.3-5.0 kHz), the action potentials pulse, 0.1-ms gap, 0.2-ms anodal pulse) at a frequency of 300 Hz. of individual neurons were discriminated from one another by a Microstimulation was carried out at most recording sites, usually computerized spike sorter (Alpha Omega Engineering) that operas the microelectrode was being withdrawn from each track at the ates on the principle of adaptive template matching. Discriminated, end of the recording session. digitized neuronal activity (the spike sorter generated one 0.1-ms After termination of the recording sessions, each monkey was standard pulse per action potential) was sampled by the laboratory deeply anesthetized with pentobarbital sodium and perfused transcomputer at 1-ms intervals.
cardially with aldehyde fixatives. Immediately before the perfusion, Eye position was monitored with the scleral coil-magnetic field three stainless steel pins were inserted into the brain of each montechnique (Indiran Instruments) (Robinson 1963) . EMG activity key at known coordinates within the recording chamber, with the was recorded differentially from each pair of chronic electrodes.
use of the same microdrive that was used for the single-cell reThese signals were amplified, filtered (100-500 Hz), and rectified.
cordings. The pins remained in place during the perfusion, after All analog data, including eye position, joystick position, and EMG which the calvarium, recording chamber, and dura were removed activity, were sampled by the laboratory computer at 1,000 Hz and the frontal lobe over which the chamber had been placed was and then averaged across five adjacent time bins for an effective photographed with pins still in place. The brain was then removed sampling rate of 200 Hz.
from the skull and placed briefly (1-2 days) in additional fixative, following which the pins were removed. The brain was then
Data acquisition
blocked in the coronal plane, frozen, and sectioned at 40-mm intervals on a freezing microtome. Every fifth section was stained with During experimental sessions, the monkey's head fixation bolts were attached to a restraining device. Under the control of a hydrau-cresyl violet. With the use of the records of chamber coordinates movement (rightward Å 0Њ, forward Å 90Њ, leftward Å 180Њ, back- the effect of target location was assessed across rotation conditions (target ANOVA) and another in which the effect of limb trajectory CF, center fixation stimulus; IS, instructional stimulus; ITI, intertrial was assessed across rotation conditions (limb ANOVA). For the interval; MO, movement onset; MT, movement time; mvt, movement; RT, two-way target ANOVA, the factors were target location and rotareaction time; TS, trigger stimulus. tion condition. For the two-way limb ANOVA, the factors were initial direction of limb movement and rotation condition. for each microelectrode track, the site of surface penetration for After a preliminary, exploratory analysis of the neural data, the each microelectrode track was reconstructed with reference to the significance level for both the target and the limb ANOVAs was chamber coordinates of the pin tracks, which were referenced in set at a Å 0.001. With this significance level, we found close turn to sulcal landmarks on the basis of the surface photographs agreement between the ANOVA assessments and the apparent task and the histological material. We did not attempt to identify each relatedness of cells as judged by visual inspections of the rasters microelectrode track within the histological material, or to recon-and perievent histograms. struct the precise depth of each of the neuronal recording sites. Table 2 shows how epoch-specific neuronal activity was categorized according to its spatial dependencies. Target-dependent activity covaried exclusively with target location across both conditions.
Data analysis
Activity was classified as target dependent if the target ANOVA showed a main effect for target location and no location 1 condiAll data files containing task-related activity were subjected to statistical analysis. Movement-aligned and stimulus-aligned (CF, tion interaction, provided that the limb ANOVA showed no main effect for limb direction or showed a direction 1 condition interac-IS, TS) rasters and perievent histograms of each cell's activity were inspected and evaluated, but the final classification of task-tion. Limb-dependent activity covaried exclusively with limb trajectory. Activity was classified as limb dependent if the limb related responses was based on a formal statistical analysis. The categorical analysis of task-related activity was based on two or-ANOVA showed a main effect for limb direction and no direction 1 condition interaction, provided that the target ANOVA thogonal classification schemes. One scheme involved a temporal classification according to the task-related events with which the showed no main effect for target location or showed a location 1 condition interaction. response was associated, such as presentation of the IS, onset of movement, etc. This was based on the temporal dissociation of It is important to emphasize that, for a cell's activity to be categorized as either target dependent or limb dependent, there events that was built into the experimental paradigms. The other scheme was based on the level of information processing with must have been an adequate dissociation between target and limb directions across rotation conditions. Had there not been an adewhich the response was associated, as determined operationally by the effects of the spatial dissociation between target location and quate dissociation between these two variables, directional activity that showed dependence on one variable (say, target dependence) limb trajectory that was built into the paradigms.
We defined four temporal epochs within each trial. Each epoch would necessarily have shown dependence on the other variable as well, and that was prohibited in the definitions of both categories. was a 200-ms window whose boundaries were defined with respect to a specific intratask event. In addition, an epoch for characterizing And conversely, neither target-dependent nor limb-dependent activity could be attributable to a simple failure to dissociate target baseline discharge rates was defined within the intertrial interval (ITI). The four intratrial epochs and the single intertrial epoch are and limb directions across rotation conditions (i.e., a failure of the monkey to adapt sufficiently to the second rotation condition). For described in Table 1 .
Neuronal activity (spike discharge rate) was classified in terms the limb ANOVA was based on the actual, measured directions of initial limb movement: any substantial failure of the monkey to of its dependence on both the temporal and spatial features of the two behavioral tasks. To be considered task related, neuronal activ-adapt to the second rotation condition, so that target and limb directions were not dissociated across rotation conditions, would ity occurring during one of the four intratrial epochs was required to show either 1) significant dependence on the spatial features of lead to results for the limb ANOVA that were similar to those of the target ANOVA, and that would be incompatible with the the tasks, as measured by the target and limb analyses of variance (ANOVAs) described below or 2) significant deviation from the definitions of both target dependence and limb dependence.
Complex activity, although directional, did not show consistent baseline discharge rate as measured during the ITI. The latter determination was made across all trials by the use of a paired Student's covariation with either target location or limb direction across both rotation conditions. If a directional response did not meet the strict t-test (2-tailed, P õ 0.001), which was applied if and only if both the target and limb ANOVAs failed to demonstrate a significant criteria for either target dependence or limb dependence (i.e., a main effect for either target or limb direction without a corresponddirectional effect.
On the basis of the epoch in which it occurred, task-related ing direction 1 condition interaction) because of significant direction 1 condition interactions, it was classified as complex. Comactivity was categorized (Table 1) as stimulus related, set related, or movement related (early or late). The following analysis was plex activity was subclassified according to whether it showed a main effect only for target direction (complex-T), only for limb used to further classify epoch-specific, task-related activity in terms of its spatial dependencies. Neural data from each trial were appro-direction (complex-L), or for both target and limb direction (complex-I, ''intermediate''). priately coded with respect to 1) rotation condition (0Њ mapping, 90Њ mapping); 2) location of the target (right Å 0Њ, top Å 90Њ, Neuronal activity that met the specific criteria for being either target dependent, limb dependent, or complex was considered to left Å 180Њ, bottom Å 270Њ); and 3) initial direction of limb J159-6 / 9k0e$$mr11 09-02-97 13:46:46 neupas LP-Neurophys 
Complex-I, complex activity with ''intermediate'' spatial dependency for both target and limb directions; Complex-L, complex activity with only limb direction dependency; Complex-T, complex activity with only target direction dependency; L, main effect for limb direction; L1C, limb direction 1 condition interaction; Limb, limb-dependent activity; N.D., nondirectional activity; T, main effect for target direction; T1C, target location 1 condition interaction; Target, target-dependent activity; /, statistically significant (P õ 0.001); 0, not statistically significant; Unclassifiable, directionally unclassifiable activity.
be directionally classifiable. However, if activity within a given rotated to nonrotated. Immediately after the condition was epoch met the criteria for both target and limb dependence, it was changed, the monkey would continue to generate initial limb considered to be directionally unclassifiable. This is because, in trajectories that were appropriate for the previous mapping principle, if target and limb directions had been adequately dissoci-condition, so the initial cursor trajectory would be directed ated across rotation conditions, it would have been logically impos-Ç90Њ away from the correct target location. Corrective movesible for a neuron's activity to simultaneously fulfill the criteria for ments would be required to bring the cursor into alignment both target and limb dependence. In fact, instances of directionally with the target, and the result would be a curvilinear hand unclassifiable activity were generally explained by a monkey's trajectory early in the course of adaptation. As adaptation profailure to adapt sufficiently to the second rotation condition before gressed, the trajectories to each of the peripheral targets would the recordings from a given neuron had been suspended.
If there were no main effect either for target location or for limb gradually straighten. When the mapping was changed again, direction, yet the epoch-specific activity differed significantly from the process would be repeated. Even after each monkey had baseline levels (paired, 2-tailed t-test, a õ 0.001), the activity was been performing both tasks for ú1 yr, an adaptation process categorized as nondirectional.
of approximately the same length was required every time the This classification scheme, based on spatial dependencies, was joystick/cursor mapping was changed.
inherently conservative in the designation of directional responses For both subjects, the reaction times (RTs) were comparaas either target or limb dependent, because of the stipulation that ble across trials of differing target locations and mapping neural activity assigned to either of these categories was required to conditions. For monkey JA, the mean RT across all target show no corresponding direction 1 condition interaction. Another locations was 349 { 65 (SD) ms during the 0Њ mapping important feature of this classification scheme is that it effectively condition and 351 { 72 ms during the 90Њ mapping condiprecluded the misclassification of truly limb-dependent activity as target dependent, and vice versa. This was due to two factors: 1) tion. For monkey KO, the mean RT values were 385 { 84 the use of actual limb trajectories in computing the limb ANOVAs ms and 369 { 75 ms, respectively.
and 2) the fact that the definitions of target and limb dependence During the adaptation process, the average movement time were mutually exclusive. In combination, these two factors guaran-(MT) increased temporarily because of the curvilinear trateed that even if the monkey failed to adapt to the second rotation jectories that were associated with the error correction procondition, in which case the initial hand trajectories would maintain cess. Once the subject had adapted to the new rotation condithe same target mappings as in the previous rotation condition, tion, however, the MTs in the new adapted state were compatruly limb-dependent activity (or truly target-dependent activity) rable with those recorded before the change in rotation All of the sampled muscles in both monkeys showed ditypes across epochs were made with the use of Pearson's x 2 test. rectional, movement-related activity patterns during task performance. All of these movement-related responses were R E S U L T S limb (direction) dependent. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 , which shows the task-related EMG patterns for two muscles, Task performance deltoid and brachialis, sampled from monkey JA. In each Even after each subject had been fully trained and was per-case, the movement-related activity pattern can be seen to forming both paradigms at ú90% correct, both monkeys re-covary with the direction of limb movement rather than with quired a brief period, consisting of Ç80-120 trials, to adapt target location. It should also be noted that both muscles to the new joystick/cursor mapping each time the condition were silent during the postinstruction period. None of the was changed. The same adaptation period was required whether muscles sampled from either monkey showed significant directional activation during the postinstruction period. the task condition changed from nonrotated to rotated or from Task-related electromyographic (EMG) activity recorded from 2 of the forelimb muscles, deltoid and brachialis, that were monitored throughout the experiments in monkey JA. The data sample presented in this figure was obtained in the course of testing a single primary motor cortex (MC) neuron for its task relatedness. A: data recorded during the 0Њ mapping condition. B: data from the 90Њ mapping condition. Each of the 4 rows of illustrations represents the EMG and kinematic data obtained from trials in which the same peripheral target served as the locus for the visual IS: in clockwise order of targets, the 1st (top) row contains data from top target trials, the 2nd row for right target trials, the 3rd row for bottom target trials, and the 4th row for left target trials. Within each rotation condition, the 2 leftmost columns show the EMG data from the deltoid and brachialis muscles, and the column to their immediate right shows the corresponding kinematic data. The EMG records for trials of a given type (based on target location and rotation condition) are organized in raster form. EMG records are aligned with TS (trigger) onset. In the columns of kinematic data, the target-capturing hand trajectories from all trials of a given type are superimposed and presented on a facsimile of the monkey's behavioral display, with the designated target for each trial type indicated by shading. Trajectories shown as upward in the illustration represent forward limb movements, whereas those shown as downward represent backward limb movements. The units for the horizontal scale under each kinematic display represent hand displacement (cm); this same scale is applicable to the vertical axis as well. The time scale for the EMG records is in ms. Both muscles showed directional, movement-related responses that covaried with the trajectory of limb movement rather than with target location. Under both rotation conditions, the deltoid was maximally activated by rightward movements of the joystick, and the brachialis by backward movements. Neither muscle showed significant directional activity during the postinstruction (delay) interval.
Subjects were not required to maintain fixation during appeared, at which point a saccade was made to the appropriate peripheral target in rough synchrony with the onset performance of the behavioral paradigms. However, once the IS had been delivered, both subjects did maintain fixation of limb movement. A sample of task-related eye movement recordings from monkey JA is presented in Fig. 3 . , and end of trial (e) are indicated on each record. These records demonstrate a pattern of task-related eye movements that was common to both monkeys. During the preinstruction period, after the CF had been captured, there was a tendency for the subject to maintain central fixation of the CF, but this was frequently interrupted by random saccades. Once the IS had been presented, however, fixation of the CF was rarely broken again until the postinstruction period was terminated by delivery of the TS. At this point, a saccade would be made to the correct target, followed shortly thereafter by the onset of the target-capturing limb movement. Gaze was then maintained at the correct peripheral target until the end of the trial, when all targets were extinguished. The vertical scale to the left of each record represents gaze angle ( Њ); the horizontal scale beneath each record represents time (ms).
Data base
were represented (as evidenced by shoulder and/or elbow movements evoked with currents of°35 mA), and whose A total of 180 MC neurons (108 from monkey JA, 72 activity had been tested with both rotation conditions. The from monkey KO) showed task-related activity, that is, activ-final data base comprised 119 MC neurons. ity that showed significant directional effects or that differed significantly from baseline levels during at least one of the Overview of task-related activity task-defined epochs. The final data base included only those task-related neurons that had been shown by local microstimFor the sample as a whole, the most prominent task-related responses that we observed among MC neurons were moveulation to lie within a zone where proximal arm movements (100) 79 (100) 88 (100) also showed a target-dependent, movement-related response Target † 15 (94) 16 (37) 11 (14) 4 (4) with the same directionality.
Limb † 1 (6) 15 (35) 34 (43) 36 (41) An example of limb-dependent, set-related activity is il- (28) 34 (43) 48 (55) lustrated in Fig. 6 . In both rotation conditions, this cell
showed a sustained increase in activity during the delay was independent of the target that had been signified by the IS. The cell also showed strong movement-related activity Table 3 . Every neuron in the sample Phasic, movement-related activity following the TS showed phasic movement-related activity changes. Most of the neurons in the sample also showed tonic, set-related Movement-related responses following the TS were conactivity during the delay period, after delivery of the direc-sidered to be early or late, depending on whether they pretional IS. Many MC neurons also showed phasic, stimulus-ceded or followed the onset of limb movement (Table 1) . related activity immediately following the IS. The large ma-The large majority of MC neurons (86%, 102 of 119) jorities of both the set-and movement-related responses were showed early movement-related activity that was directiondirectional, and ¢50% of the directional activity within each ally tuned (Table 3) . Of the early movement-related reepoch was found to be directionally classifiable.
sponses that were directionally classifiable, there were only one third as many target-dependent responses (14%, 11 of 79) as limb-dependent responses (43%, 34 of 79), with the Phasic, stimulus-related activity following the IS remainder being complex (43%, 34 of 79). There was also Three quarters of the sample of MC neurons (76%, 91 of a large majority of MC neurons that showed late movement-119) showed brief, phasic responses to the IS (Table 3) , related activity that was directionally tuned (84%, 100 of but the majority of these were nondirectional. Approximately 119). And of the late movement-related responses that were one quarter of the entire sample showed phasic responses to directionally classifiable, there were only one ninth as many the IS that were directionally selective (24%, 29 of 119). target-dependent responses (4%, 4 of 88) as there were limbNearly all of the stimulus-related responses that were direc-dependent responses (41%, 36 of 88), with the remainder tionally classifiable were target-dependent (94%, 15 of 16), being complex (55%, 48 of 88). whereas only one was found to be limb-dependent (6%, 1 Fig. 7 shows an example of early movement-related activof 16). None were judged to be complex. An example of a ity that was classified as limb-dependent. This cell disstimulus-related response that was classified as target-depen-charged maximally before the onset of rightward or backdent is illustrated in Fig. 4 . In both the nonrotated and the ward limb movements, irrespective of the rotation condition. rotated conditions, this cell showed a weak, phasic burst of Many MC neurons showed movement-related activity that activity that began shortly after IS onset at the right target. had more than one component. For example, the cell whose There was no response when the IS was presented at any of activity is illustrated in Fig. 8 showed early movement-rethe other three targets. The response was independent of the lated activity that was target-dependent, and late movementdirection of the instructed limb movement.
related activity that was limb-dependent. The early, targetdependent activity preceded the onset of limb movements to capture the right target, regardless of rotation condition.
Tonic, set-related activity preceding the TS
The late, limb-dependent activity was associated with forward or leftward limb movements, irrespective of rotation Approximately three fifths of the sample of MC neurons (61%, 72 of 119) showed tonic, directionally selective set-condition. We also encountered several examples in which two distinct limb-dependent responses could be discerned related activity during the delay (i.e., postinstruction) epoch between IS and TS (Table 3) . Of the set-related responses (1 early, 1 late) because of differences in their respective preferred directions (PDs). However, there were no examthat were directionally classifiable, 37% (16 of 43) were target-dependent, 35% (15 of 43) were limb-dependent, and ples of limb-dependent components preceding target-dependent components. 28% (12 of 43) were complex. All MC neurons with direc- FIG . 4 . Target-dependent, stimulus-related response recorded from an MC neuron. Each of the 4 rows of illustrations represents the neural and kinematic data obtained from trials in which the same peripheral target served as the locus for the visual IS. Data from both 0Њ and 90Њ mapping conditions are presented. In this and subsequent figures that illustrate neuronal responses, data from the 2 rotation conditions are ordered from left (A) to right (B) in the sequence in which they were administered. The neural data are shown as corresponding raster displays (top) and perievent histograms (bottom). Each dot in the raster displays represents a single action potential, and each line of dots contains the data from a single trial. The time base, in ms, is the same for rasters and histograms, both of which are aligned on the same behavioral event. The alignment point for the rasters is indicated by a single caret mark at the bottom of each raster display. Binwidth for histograms: 25 ms. Vertical scale: spikes/s. Trials are aligned with cue onset. The kinematic data are shown to the right of each corresponding set of neural data, and are presented in the same format described in Fig.  2 . This neuron responded to the presentation of the instructional cue with a weak, phasic discharge whenever the IS was located at the right target, irrespective of rotation condition.
Combinations of set-and movement-related activity
however, that the TS itself contained no spatial information; it served only to trigger the delayed motor response whose The cell whose activity is illustrated in Fig. 9 showed set-spatial target had been instructed by the preceding IS. related activity that was target dependent (maximal for the bottom target and minimal for the left target), and late move-Complex activity ment-related activity that was limb dependent (maximal after the onset of movements to the left). The late movementSome of the directional set-and movement-related activity observed in this study did not meet the criteria for classificarelated activity was preceded by early movement-related activity that was target dependent (present for all targets but tion as either target or limb dependent, because of complex interactions between direction and rotation condition. An the left). Of the four possible combinations of target-and limb dependencies, only one was not represented in our example of complex set-related activity is illustrated in Fig. 11. In the 0Њ mapping condition, this cell showed maximal sample of MC neurons with combined set-and movementrelated activity: we encountered no neurons that combined set-related activity before backward movements of the joystick that were associated with capturing the bottom target. limb-dependent set-related activity with target-dependent movement-related activity.
In the 90Њ mapping condition, the directionality of the setrelated activity shifted so that the activity was now comparaIn some of the cells that combined both set-and movement-related activity that was target dependent, such as the ble for trials in which the movement was either leftward, to capture the bottom target, or backward, to capture the right example illustrated in Fig. 10 , the movement-related activity was so early and so brief as to suggest that it might have target. (The cell also showed late movement-related activity that was clearly limb dependent, associated with backward been appropriate to classify it as stimulus-related activity (related to the visual TS). It is important to emphasize, movements of the joystick.) This set-related activity might FIG . 5. Target-dependent set-related response in combination with early target-dependent movement-related respose. Conventions similar to those of Fig. 4 , except that extra columns of neural data aligned with TS (trigger) onset have been added for both rotation conditions. Within the TS-aligned rasters, heavy dots designate the times of movement onset. On left target trials under both rotation conditions, this MC neuron showed tonic set-related activity during the postinstruction (delay) interval before TS onset, and phasic early movement-related activity immediately following the TS. Both types of target-dependent activity were unrelated to the direction of limb movement.
have been characterized, equivalently, as being either target Temporal distribution of directionally classifiable activity dependent or limb dependent with its PD shifting across Figure 12 shows the temporal distribution of targetrotation conditions. Because of this ambiguity, it was classidependent versus limb-dependent versus complex activfied as complex-I (intermediate), because both the target ity across the task-defined epochs that followed the IS ANOVA and the limb ANOVA showed significant direction onset. It is evident that over the extended interval beeffects as well as significant direction 1 condition interactween IS and motor response, there was an initial pretions (Table 2) . dominance followed by a gradual decline in the proporMost of the complex activity observed in MC was of this tion of MC neurons showing target-dependent activity, complex-I variety (90%, 85 of 94; Table 4 ). However, there and a gradual increase in the proportion of neurons showwere also small numbers of neurons whose movement-reing limb-dependent activity. There was also a gradual lated activity was classified as complex-T (3 cells) or comincrease in the proportion of neurons showing complex plex-L (6 cells) because of main direction effects plus direcactivity. An overall x 2 analysis of the relative frequention 1 condition interactions that were seen exclusively with cies of these three categories of directionally classifiable either the target ANOVA or the limb ANOVA, respectively (Table 2) . activity across the four task epochs showed that the ap-J159-6 / 9k0e$$mr11 09-02-97 13:46:46 neupas LP-Neurophys FIG . 6. Limb-dependent set-related activity in combination with limb-dependent movement-related activity. Conventions are the same as in Fig. 5 . Under both rotation conditions, this MC neuron showed tonic, set-related activity during the postinstruction interval before TS onset on trials that required rightward limb movements, regardless of target location. The cell also showed early movement-related activity that was limb dependent: under both rotation conditions, activity was maximal with forward or rightward movements of the limb, intermediate with backward movements, and minimal with leftward movements. Note that even the temporal pattern of the movement-related response covaried with limb direction across both rotation conditions, independent of target location: for example, with forward movements the activity was relatively tonic and sustained, whereas with rightward movements the activity was much more phasic. There was also a weak stimulus-related response that was target dependent, being selective for right target trials. parent temporal changes were highly significant ( x 2 Å target-dependent activity across epochs. The result (Table  4 , row c: x 2 Å 76.28, df Å 3, P Å 2.22 1 10 016 ) showed 78.01, df Å 6, P Å 9.21 1 10 015 ) . To clarify the relationships between directional categories that nearly all of the variance in the overall x 2 analysis could be accounted for by the difference across epochs in and task epoch, we used additional x 2 tests to partition the variance associated with the overall x 2 analysis (Snedecor the frequencies of target-dependent versus limb-dependent plus complex activity. and Cochran 1989). Those results are presented in Table 4 . Because of the apparent similarity in proportions of limbTo determine whether the trend toward declining proportions of target-dependent activity was significant for dependent activity and complex activity across epochs (Table 3), we compared the frequencies of these two categories each successive epoch, we made those comparisons as well and found that the trend was significant across each pair across epochs and found that they did not differ significantly ( Fig. 4 , except that the neural data are aligned with movement onset. Heavy dots: TS onsets. Under both rotation conditions, this neuron showed early movement-related activity that was directionally tuned. Beginning before movement onset, the phasic discharge was maximal with rightward limb movements and only slightly less prominent with backward movements. The response was independent of target location. comparable comparison across all epochs ( Table 4 , r ow All of these tracks were located within zones of proximal arm representation in MC, as evidenced by contralateral c ) , because of the fact that the latter comparison also accounted for variance across nonadjacent epochs. This last shoulder and/or elbow movements evoked by local microstimulation at currents of°35 mA. point was demonstrated by combining the corresponding frequencies of the first two epochs ( IS and delay ) , and
We made and examined plots of stimulus-related, setrelated, and early and late movement-related activity, and of those of the last two epochs ( RT and MT ) , and comparing the resulting frequencies across the two composite epochs. target-dependent, limb-dependent, and complex activity, and found no apparent differences in the spatial distributions of When the x 2 resulting from this comparison ( Table 4 , r ow g : x 2 Å 51.03, df Å 1, P Å 9.10 1 10 013 ) was added to these different types of task-related activity within the MC recording area of either monkey; nor were any such differthose obtained from the independent comparisons made across the first and last two epochs ( Table 4 , r ows d and ences apparent when the data from both monkeys were pooled and projected onto composite maps. f , respectively ) , the sum of x 2 values ( x 2 Å 73.16, df Å 3) approximated that of the x 2 for the comparable comparison across all epochs ( Table 4 , row c: x 2 Å 76.28, df Å 3) . D I S C U S S I O N The small residual difference is attributable to slight, but unavoidable, algebraic differences between the overall and
The primary purpose of this study was to determine partitioned analyses ( Snedecor and Cochran 1989 ) .
whether neurons in MC participate in sensory and/or associative (context-dependent) processing of spatial informaLocations of neurons with task-related activity tion relevant to visually guided reaching movements. We found that substantial proportions of MC neurons did show The surface penetration sites of microelectrode tracks that contributed to the final data base are indicated in Fig. 13 Fig. 7 , except the neural data are aligned with TS (trigger) onset. The times of movement onset, indicated by heavy dots in the raster displays, serve to demarcate the early (premovement) and late components. The early component was characteristed by a burst of activity before the onset of limb movements associated with capturing the right target, regardless of the direction of the limb movement itself. The late component was characterized by a burst of activity that began with movement onset on trials in which the required limb movement was either forward or leftward, regardless of target location. depended on the visuospatial target of the monkey's in-IS. Because the IS and the instructed target of movement were one and the same, target-dependent activity could have structed reach, irrespective of the limb trajectory that was used to acquire the target. There were also substantial pro-represented either sensory processing that reflected the physical location of the visual IS or associative processing that portions of neurons with limb-dependent activity, discharging selectively in relation to the direction of limb movement, reflected the instructed target of limb movement.
There have been two prior studies of MC neuronal activity irrespective of target location. The relative frequencies of target-dependent versus limb-dependent activity varied con-in monkeys, and one in cats, in which the spatial target of movement was dissociated from the trajectory of the limb siderably across the various task epochs. There was more target-dependent activity in the early stages of the task, be-movement itself. Hocherman and Wise (1991) sampled taskrelated activity from MC neurons in monkeys that had been fore the TS, whereas limb-dependent activity was predominant during later stages, during the generation of targeted taught to reach to the same target locations (endpoints) along three different trajectories and to reach to three different reaching movements. targets along trajectories that had the same curvature (although the trajectories themselves were not identical). In Target-dependent activity that study, the visuospatial IS covaried with limb trajectory. Although the directional tuning of target-dependent activ-A minority of MC neurons (8-13%) did show either stimuity was constant with respect to target location and indepen-lus-, set-, or movement-related activity whose directionality dent of limb trajectory, thereby indicating that it could not depended strictly on the target/goal of the movement, indebe related to purely motor processing, we cannot be certain pendent of limb trajectory. In an earlier study from our labowhether activity of this type was preferentially related to the ratory, task-related activity was recorded from MC neurons in monkeys that were trained to perform a one-dimensional sensory properties or the associative features of the visual J159-6 / 9k0e$$mr11 09-02-97 13:46:46 neupas LP-Neurophys FIG . 9. Target-dependent set-related activity in combination with 2 early movement-related responses, the latter of which was limb dependent. Conventions are the same as in Fig. 6 . Under both rotation conditions, this MC neuron showed tonic set-related activity (during the postinstruction interval, before trigger onset) that covaried with the location of the target independent of the direction of limb movement, being maximal for bottom target trials and absent on left target trials. Accompanying the set-related activity was an early and very brief movement-related response that was also target dependent, with the same directionality as the set-related activity. A 2nd movement-related response was also seen: it began after the 1st component but before the onset of limb-movement. This 2nd movement-related response was limb dependent in that it was characterized by a large, phasic discharge that was selective for trials that required a leftward limb movement, independent of target location. step-tracking task in which limb trajectory was dissociated while the target and the reaching trajectory were allowed to covary. They concluded that, in general, task-related neufrom target location while target and visual IS covaried (Alexander and Crutcher 1990b). Substantial proportions (22-ronal activity in MC could not be consistently classified as depending either on IS location or on the trajectory of the 40%) of the directional movement-and set-related activity were found to be target dependent. Similar results were ob-instructed reach. They did not indicate how much of the observed neuronal activity may have covaried exclusively tained by Martin and Ghez (1985) , who recorded task-related activity from the MC of cats.
either with IS location or with the target (and trajectory) of the instructed limb movement (Lurito et al. 1991) . However, There have also been two studies in monkeys in which MC neurons were tested in tasks that dissociated the spatial a population analysis showed that both IS location and the instructed target (and trajectory) of limb movement were sensory properties of a visual IS from its associative significance, that is, the location of the instructed target of move-reflected in the net activity of the entire sample of taskrelated neurons (Lurito et al. 1991) . ment. Lurito et al. (1991) dissociated the location of a visual IS from the spatial target (i.e., goal) of an instructed reach Riehle et al. (1994a) Fig. 6 . Under both rotation conditions, this MC neuron showed tonic set-related activity and phasic early movement-related activity only on trials in which either the top or left target was specified by the visual IS. There was sustained suppression of neural activity throughout the postinstruction and movement intervals on trials in which either the right or bottom target was specified. Although the movement-related activity was so early and so brief that it might have been construed as a sensory response to the visual TS, it is important to note that the TS itself contained no directional information.
from the spatial target of a one-dimensional wrist movement tional factors such as arousal and motivation can be excluded while the target and the direction of limb movement were because of the strongly directional properties of the targetallowed to covary. They found that a small proportion of MC dependent activity. A possibility that must be considered, howneurons (7%, 20 of 277) showed RT activity that covaried ever, is that some of these responses might have been related exclusively with the location of the visual IS, independent to covert motor activity that was not controlled or detected in of the direction of wrist movement. Those results would the course of our experiments. Chronic EMG recordings from suggest that at least some of the target-dependent activity task-related muscles revealed directional activations that were we observed could have represented true sensory processing, confined to the movement period. There were no directional being dependent on the physical location of the visual IS activations during the pre-or postinstruction periods, during independent of the instructed target of movement. The re-which most of the muscles were silent. The movement-related mainder would presumably have been dependent on the loca-EMG activations covaried with the direction of limb movetion of the instructed target, irrespective of the physical loca-ment, irrespective of target location. These observations sugtion of the visual IS.
gest that target-dependent responses of MC neurons cannot be accounted for by any simple relations to proximal forelimb There are several alternative interpretations for the targetdependent activity that should also be considered. Nondirec-muscle activity. However, we cannot exclude the possibility FIG . 11. Complex set-related activity. Conventions are the same as in Fig. 6 . In the 0Њ mapping condition, this MC neuron showed maximal set-related discharge (during the delay period preceding TS trigger onset) before backward movements of the joystick that were associated with capturing the bottom target. In the 90Њ mapping condition, the directionality of the set-related response shifted so that the response was now comparable for trials in which the movement was either leftward, to capture the bottom target, or backward, to capture the right target. There was also a late movement-related response that was limb dependent, being associated with backward movements of the joystick across both rotation conditions. that other muscles that were not included in our samples might dent set-and/or movement-related activity may have been related to these target-directed eye movements, or to associhave shown task-related activations that, like the target-dependent neural responses, may have covaried with target location ated processes such as spatial attention. To our knowledge, there is no independent evidence that would implicate MC rather than limb trajectory.
in oculomotor or attentional processes. On the other hand, Another possibility is that some of the target-dependent there is evidence that neuronal activity in certain premotor responses might have been related to spatial attention or areas with direct or indirect connections to MC may reflect spatial memory, or to the preparation or execution of eye attentional processes (Boussaoud and Wise 1993; diPellemovements. Eye position recordings showed that during the grino and Wise 1993a,b) or high-level oculomotor functions postinstruction (delay) epoch the eyes would tend to remain (Boussaoud 1995; Boussaoud et al. 1993) . fixated on the central target; occasional breaks in fixation during this period were associated with small saccades made in random directions. Immediately after the TS, the subject Stimulus-related activity would make a saccade to the appropriate peripheral target. Because the direction of the post-TS saccade covaried with
The overall frequency of directional stimulus-related activity observed in this study (24%) was somewhat surprising, betarget location, it is possible that some of the target-depen-J159-6 / 9k0e$$mr11 09-02-97 13:46:46 neupas LP-Neurophys have included behavioral dissociations that demonstrated se- Neuronal responses that we classified as complex were cause MC is traditionally considered to be relatively isolated directional, but did not fulfill the criteria for either target from visuospatial processing areas. However, neuronal activity dependence or limb dependence, because of complex intertriggered by visual stimuli has been reported previously in MC actions between directionality and rotation condition. The in several studies (Kwan et al. 1981 (Kwan et al. , 1985 Lamarre et al. large majority (90%) of complex responses were classified 1983; Riehle 1991; Wannier et al. 1989) , and in the study by as complex-I or intermediate (Fig. 11, Tables 2 and 3 ), Hocherman and Wise (1991) , the majority of such responses because they showed significant main effects of both target showed directional dependence on the visual target of the in-and limb directions. This type of directional activity could structed motor response. In the present study, nearly all of have represented either target-or limb-dependent activity in the stimulus-related activity that was directionally classifiable which there was a difference in the PD across the two rotareflected the spatial location of the visual IS and not the direc-tion conditions. Alternatively, this same disparity in tuning tion of the instructed limb movement.
across rotation conditions might be viewed as representing MC does have indirect sources of visual inputs that might directional information in a form that was simply intermediaccount for the target-dependent activity observed in this ate between the categorical extremes of target-versus limbstudy, stimulus related or otherwise. For example, MC shares dependent activity, or as representing context-specific inforreciprocal connections with the dorsal premotor area (Barbas and Pandya 1987; He et al. 1993; Kurata 1991; Matsumura and Kubota 1979; Tokuno and Tanji 1993) , which receives inputs from two posterior parietal areas that have been implicated in visuospatial processing, namely the medial intraparietal area and area 7m (Cavada and Goldman-Rakic 1989; Chavis and Pandya 1976; Johnson et al. 1996; Kurata 1991; Petrides and Pandya 1984; Tokuno and Tanji 1993) . MC also shares reciprocal connections with the supplementary motor area, which in turn is interconnected with the presupplementary motor area (He et al. 1995; Luppino et al. 1993; Matsuzaka et al. 1992; Tokuno and Tanji 1993) . The presupplementary motor area receives substantial projections from posterior parietal area 7a (Andersen et al. 1990; Cavada and Goldman-Rakic 1989; Colby and Duhamel 1991; Luppino et al. 1993; Petrides and Pandya 1984; Vogt and Pandya 1987) , which has been strongly associated with various visuospatial processes, including spatial attention (Mountcastle et al. 1981; Steinmetz and Constantinidis 1995; Steinmetz Table 1 The suggested temporal flow of information from targethas been observed in MC in two studies in which the spatial dependent representations to limb-dependent representations target of an instructed limb movement was dissociated from was seen not only at the population level, but also in the the spatial location of a visual IS (Lurito et al. 1991 ; Riehle response profiles of individual MC neurons. Thus, among et al. 1994a) .
neurons with combined set-and movement-related responses, our sample contained no examples of cells in which Evidence for a spatial sensory-to-motor transformation set-related activity that was limb dependent preceded movement-related activity that was target dependent, even though The substantial amount of target-dependent activity obwe did encounter all other possible combinations of targetserved in this study, especially during the early phases of and limb-dependent responses. Similarly, among MC neuthe instructed delay tasks, indicates that MC is not limited rons with movement-related responses that contained more to purely motor processing. Instead, it would seem that at than one component, when the first component was found least some MC neurons do participate in the processing of to be limb dependent it was never followed by one that was sensory and/or context-dependent spatial information that is target dependent. Taken together, these results suggest that relevant to the control of visually instructed reaching move-MC neurons may play a direct role in transforming spatial ments. The behavioral paradigm employed in this study resensory information into appropriate motor commands. quired a sensory-to-motor transformation through which the Our results are consistent with the hypothesis that targetinstructed target location was associated with a limb movedependent visuospatial information may be gradually transment of the appropriate direction. Considering our sample formed into specific motor commands by the progressive of MC neurons as a whole, over the extended interval berecruitment of MC neurons with appropriate limb-dependent tween IS delivery and delayed motor response, we observed activity. Such a recruitment process would require that both an initial predominance followed by a gradual decline in the the current target location and the current behavioral context proportion of MC neurons with target-dependent activity be specified. Complex activity showed task-dependent direcand a gradual increase in the proportion of cells with limbtionality that varied according to rotation condition; such dependent activity. This is consistent with the possibility activity could be construed as reflecting the current behavthat MC may participate in mediating the sensory-to-motor ioral context. We speculate that the aggregate target-specitransformation required by the visually instructed reaching paradigm.
fying features of the cells with target-dependent activity, in combination with the context-specifying features of the cells A P P E N D I X :
with complex activity, would provide sufficient information
to permit the selective recruitment of limb-dependent activ-A C T I V I T Y ity appropriate for the current target location and rotation condition.
Simulation of error effects on neuronal classification
The progressive sensory-to-motor transformation en-system visioned here is different from that proposed by Lurito
To assess the potential impact of initial trajectory errors on our et al. ( 1991 ) to explain the apparent rotation of an MC system of classifying directional neuronal activity, we carried out neuronal population vector during a redirected movement a computer simulation of how the system would classify two predetask. In that study, there was a 90Њ offset between visual fined populations of task-related responses, target-dependent and IS and the spatial target of an instructed reaching move-limb-dependent, assuming a constant rate of error trials and variment. The neuronal population vector, representing the able proportions of unadapted trials. We constructed separate samsum of activity-weighted directional contributions from ples of target-and limb-dependent activity profiles (data files), all task-related MC neurons ( Georgopoulos et al. 1986 ) , each sample containing 1,000 data files that were coded in precisely was found to rotate during the RT from an initial direc-the same manner as the real data files. There were four cardinal tion close to that of the visual IS to a final direction target directions (designated 1-4), and four cardinal hand/limb directions (also designated 1-4). For the 0Њ mapping condition, approximating that of the hand trajectory ( Georgopoulos adapted trials would have target-limb pairings of 1-1, 2-2, 3-3, and et al. 1989; Lurito et al. 1991 ) . It was suggested that 4-4, whereas unadapted trials would have target-limb pairings of the observed rotation of the population vector might be 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, and 4-1. For the 90Њ mapping condition, these two accounted for by an orderly recruitment of hand-trajec-sets of pairings would have been reversed. Error trials, under both tory-encoding neurons whose PDs spanned the angular rotation conditions, included any of the following pairings: 1-3, 1-distance between IS direction and the instructed direction 4, 2-1, 2-4, 3-1, 3-2, 4-2, and 4-3. of hand movement ( Lurito et al. 1991 ) . That interpretaEach simulated data file contained 120 trials, 60 from each rotation was consistent with the original population vector tion condition, with 15 ''repetitions'' of each of the eight trial types. Each ''cell,'' i.e., data file, was assigned a random PD hypothesis ( Georgopoulos et al. 1984 ) , according to between 0Њ and 360Њ, measured with respect to the extrinsic coordiwhich MC participates in the sensory-to-motor transfornate system of the targets, and then for each trial a simulated mations required for visually guided reaching through discharge rate was calculated assuming a noisy tuning curve (inthe differential recruitment of trajectory-specifying neu-jected noise ranged randomly between 0% and 25% of the maxirons according to their respective PDs. mum discharge rate) with a cosine function centered on the asThe population vector hypothesis, and the method for cal-signed PD. If the cell was considered truly target-dependent, its culating a neuronal population vector, are based on the un-PD was the same for both rotated and nonrotated trials. If the cell derlying assumption that most if not all MC neurons are was considered truly limb-dependent, its PD ''rotated'' clockwise by 90Њ on rotated trials. Thus the discharge rate for each trial (d t ) effectively coding for the same motor variable, namely, hand was calculated according to the following equation trajectory Georgopoulos et al. , 1989 Lurito et al. 1991) . However, to encode hand trajectory per se. When appropriate paraSeparate simulations were run for pure samples of truly targetdigms have been used to dissociate hand trajectory either dependent cells and pure samples of truly limb-dependent cells. from extrinsic visuospatial variables (such as IS location or All data files included 10% random error trials (randomly selected target location), or from variables associated with lower from the 8 possible target-limb pairings indicated above). Variable levels of purely motor processing (such as joint kinematics proportions of unadapted trials were also included in the data file for one of the two rotation conditions (randomly assigned), to or limb kinetics), substantial proportions of MC neurons simulate the experimental observation that unadapted trials tended have been found to encode one or more of these other varito occur only during the second of the two rotation conditions with ables, rather than hand trajectory (Alexander and Crutcher which each cell was tested. In repeated simulations, the proportion 1990a,b; Crutcher and Alexander 1990; Lurito et al. 1991 ; of adapted trials was varied from 10% to 90% in increments of Riehle et al. 1994a,b; Scott and Kalaska 1995, 1997 ; Thach 10%. Each simulation consisted of two parts. First, the sample data 1978). The model proposed here takes these other data into files were constructed. Second, each data file in the sample was account. According to our hypothesis, the functional trans-analyzed with both the target ANOVA and the limb ANOVA as formation from extrinsic visuospatial cues into appropriate described above, and the results were then categorized according to the criteria summarized in Table 2. motor commands involves the successive recruitment of sep-
The results of the simulation of directional error effects are arate populations of MC neurons, with neuronal activity that presented in Fig. 14 . The simulations included a fixed proportion reflects IS and target location being recruited first, and activof random error trials (10%). In addition, the trials for one of the ity that reflects purely motor variables, such as hand trajec-two rotation conditions included a variable proportion of unadapted tory, being recruited last. Both of these are testable hypothe-trials (10-90%). Shown on the left are the effects of unadapted ses, so future experiments should be able to determine trials on the classification of truly target-dependent activity. Targetwhether either of these models provides a reasonable account dependent activity was classified correctly in 100% of cases proof how MC may participate in spatial sensory-to-motor trans-vided there were ¢40% adapted trials in each data file (for the 2nd rotation condition), and in ú80% of cases provided each data formations. file contained as few as ¢30% adapted trials. Nearly all of the condition: in this case, the monkey simply attempted to capture misclassifications consisted in categorizing a truly target-dependent the wrong peripheral target after the TS. The other type of error response as directionally unclassifiable. Less than 0.1% of the mis-occurred exclusively during the period of adaptation following a classifications involved the designation of a truly target-dependent shift in rotation condition: in this case, the initial hand trajectories response as limb-dependent. Similarly, õ0.1% of the misclassifi-associated with a given target location showed a systematic bias cations involved the designation of a truly target-dependent re-in the direction appropriate for the previous rotation condition. sponse as complex.
J159-
During the period of adaptation, the rotational bias gradually disapComparable results were obtained for the simulated samples of peared so that the monkey was eventually generating hand trajectotruly limb-dependent activity. Limb-dependent activity was classi-ries that were appropriate for the current rotation condition, with fied correctly in 100% of cases provided there were ¢50% adapted the cursor moving directly toward the correct target location. trials in each data file, in ú98% of cases if there were ¢40% We analyzed the frequencies of both types of directional errors adapted trials, and in ú80% of cases if there were ¢30% adapted for all of the data files that were used in constructing the final data trials. And, as with the simulations of target-dependent activity, bases of task-related neuronal activity. This included the data files nearly all of the misclassifications of truly limb-dependent activity from MC recordings and from dorsal premotor area recordings consisted in falsely assigning it to the category of directionally from both monkeys. The neuronal activity data from the dorsal unclassifiable. Less than 0.2% of the misclassifications involved premotor area are presented in the accompanying paper (Shen and the false designation of a limb-dependent response as target-depen-Alexander 1997). The combined behavioral data with respect to dent, and õ0.1% of the misclassifications involved the designation directional errors are presented in Fig. 15 . of a truly target-dependent response as complex.
For this analysis, a directional error was considered to occur whenever the initial hand trajectory deviated from the ''ideal'' hand trajectory by {45Њ or more, the ideal hand trajectory being Behavioral data: random error trials and unadapted trials that which would move the cursor in a straight line from the CF to the correct peripheral target. Trials were considered to be Each monkey made two types of directional errors. One type of error was essentially random, and was unrelated to the rotation adapted when the initial hand trajectory was within {45Њ of the Comparison of the behavioral data presented in Fig. 15 with the trajectory was within {45Њ of the direction that would have been simulation results in Fig. 14 indicates that for all but 4% of the ideal for the previous rotation condition. Trials in which the initial data files (viz., those with õ40% adapted trials) directional activity hand trajectory was not consistent with either the adapted or unthat was either truly target-dependent or truly limb-dependent adapted classification were considered to be random error trials.
would have been classified appropriately ú98% of the time by (By directional criteria alone, random error trials in the ''unthe methods we employed. Moreover, nearly all (ú99.5%) of the adapted'' direction were obviously indistinguishable from trials in potential miscategorizations predicted by the simulation study which the monkey had not yet managed to adapt to the new rotation would have involved the erroneous designation of truly targetcondition. From the standpoint of the limb ANOVAs that were used dependent or truly limb-dependent activity as directionally unclasto classify directional neuronal activity, errors in the unadapted sifiable. Thus for all practical purposes it would seem reasonable direction had the same consequences whether they were random to conclude that task-related activity that was designated as either or systematic, so we have included both types in the category of target-dependent or limb-dependent in the present study was classiunadapted trials.) fied correctly ú99.5% of the time. On the other hand, it is quite Figure 15 A shows the distribution of data files with various possible that at least some of the activity that was designated as proportions of error trials. For both rotation conditions, a little directionally unclassifiable may have included truly target-depenless than one half of the data files contained no error trials at dent or truly limb-dependent responses that were simply miscategoall, with nearly all of the remaining data files containing from rized because of the confounding effects of the monkey's direc-ú0% to 10% error trials. Less than 2% of the data files contional errors. tained from ú10% to 20% error trials, and none contained ú20% error trials. Figure 15B shows the distribution of data files with various by the dashed vertical lines in each histogram, only a small propor-University School of Medicine, 1639 Pierce Dr., PO Drawer V, Atlanta, tion of data files contained õ40% adapted trials, which has im-GA 30322. portant implications for the reliability of our classification of taskrelated neuronal activity.
